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During the migration process in each of the upload sheets, a balancing entry is required to
balance the batch. Which General Ledger should the balancing entry be posted to?
(Choose the best answer.)
 
 
A. Suspense GL 
B. Conversion GL 
C. Dummy GL 
D. Expense GL  
 

Answer: A

 

 

A new user interface field has been introduced on the Clearing Networks Screen
(ISDNTMNT) for a custom release. Which two files deployed on the application server will
reflect this change? (Choose two.)
 
 
A. ISDNTMNT.xml 
B. ISDNTMNT_CUSTOM.xml 
C. ISDNTMNT_SYSjs 
D. ISDNTMNT_KERNEL.js 
 

Answer: A,C

 

 

An Oracle FLEXCUBE User who has completed his transactions has logged off for the day
Subsequently, the Authorizer notices some errors in one of the transactions. What can the
Authorizer do? (Choose the best answer.)
 
 
A Delete the transaction
 
B. Keep the transaction on hold till the next day.
 
C. Assign the transaction to another User.
 
D. Unlock the transaction and correct the invalid entry
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Answer: B 

 

 

How many levels can the menus in Oracle FLEXCUBE be drilled down to? (Choose the
best answer.)
 
 
A. 4 
B. 2  
C. 999 
D. up to the value set in the Bank parameter 
E. 9  
 

Answer: B

 

 

You are defining a Data Block for a screen by using the Workbench Tool Which statement
is true? (Choose the best answer.)
 
 
A. One Child Block is compulsory. 
B. You can optionally set the Block Type as Master or Child. 
C. All Data Blocks can be set as a Master Block. 
D. One Master Block is compulsory while designing the screen. 
E. All Data Blocks can be set as a Child Block.  
 

Answer: D

 

 

The Electronic Messaging System (EMS) is used to integrate Oracle FLEXCUBE with Swift
Alliance. Which two options are true about EMS deployment? (Choose two.)
 
 
A. The Oracle FLEXCUBE Scheduler component of EMS Services polls the pre-designated
directory, picks up the message from the Ready folder, and moves it to the WIP folder. 
B. The MDB component of EMS Services reads the message queue and calls database
services for further processing of messages. 
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C. The Oracle FLEXCUBE Scheduler component of EMS Services can be used to read
messages from Oracle FLEXCUBE database calls by using database links 
D. The EJB component of EMS Services can be invoked directly by an external system and
messages can be passed on directly to it.  
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

Which statement is true about migrating data from a legacy system to FLEXCUBE?
(Choose the best answer.)
 
 
A. All historic data from the legacy system is migrated to FLEXCUBE. 
B. An option is available in FLEXCUBE to choose whether histonc data should be migrated
from the legacy system or not. 
C. No historic data is migrated from the legacy system to FLEXCUBE 
D. Historic data from the legacy system is migrated to a different server and FLEXCUBE
fetches the details from this server.  
 

Answer: B

 

 

The system derives the details of each XML request by referring to
GWTM_FCJ_FUNCTIONS. Based on which set of parameters is any subsequent
processing of the request performed'? (Choose the best answer.)
 
 
A. Function ID + Operation 
B. Service Name + Operation 
C. Service Name + Action 
D. Function ID + Action 
 

Answer: B

 

 

In which table are screen details in the Workbench Tool such as module, logging required,
tanking modification, and so on stored? (Choose the best answer.)
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A. SMTB_FUNCTION_DESCRIPTION 
B. SMTB_MENU 
C. SMTB_FCC_FCJ_MAPPING 
D. STTM_MENU 
E. CSTB_FID_SCREENS  
 

Answer: B

 

 

The Audit Trail of Oracle FLEXCUBE stores information about actions such as creation,
modification, closing, and reopening, which are performed on all records. Which three
options do the Audit Trail parameters include? (Choose three.)
 
 
A. Input By < Name>. Date and Time of Input. Authorized By <Name>, and Date and Time
of Authorization 
B. Number of Modifications 
C. Branch Code and Language <of the User> 
D. Status of the Record (open or closed) and Authorized status (authonzed or
unauthorized) 
E. Version of the Contract  
 

Answer: A,B,D

 

 

To support the ATM/POS interface with Oracle FLEXCUBE, FLEXSWTTCH is used Which
two are functions of FLEXSWITCH? (Choose two.)
 
 
A. converting ATM Switch propnetary format messages into ISO 8583 format 
B. converting ISO 8583 format messages into Oracle FLEXCUBE Gateway XML messages 
C. converting Response XML back to ISO 8583 message format 
D. converting Response XML back to proprietary format messages that ATM Switch can
understand  
 

Answer: A,D
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Identify the (unction category that would be selected in the Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal
Banking Workbench Tool while designing a contract screen. (Choose the best answer.)
 
 
A. Transaction 
B. Maintenance 
C. Report 
D. Process 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Which three statements are true about the functionality of the Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal
Banking Workbench Tool? (Choose three.) 
 
 
A. customizing screens  
B. modifyj ng the layout of exi sti ng screens  
C. including customer-specific validations at extension hooks 
D. debugging the source code  
 

Answer: A,B,C

 

 

The Oracle FLEXCUBE Workbench can also create child screens that derive their
properties from parent screens. Which two statements are true about child screens?
(Choose two.)
 
 
A. Existing data sources can be deleted 
B. New data sources can be added 
C. Existing data blocks can be deleted 
D. New data blocks can be added. 
E. Screens and field sets cannot be completely modified.  
 

Answer: B,E
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Which two dynamic variables drive data purging and archiving in the Oracle FLEXCUBE
database? (Choose two.)
 
 
A. Branch Code 
B. Date 
C. Bank Code 
D. Product Code  
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

What details should be captured in the parameterization sheet during implementation?
(Choose the best answer.)
 
 
A. data related to Oracle FLEXCUBE Maintenance and Products that a bank will use 
B. data related to the Legacy System Maintenance and Products that will be migrated to
Oracle FLEXCUBE 
C. all transactional data that will be migrated to Oracle FLEXCUBE 
D. data related to Oracle FLEXCUBE Maintenance and Products that a bank will use, as
well as all transactional data that will be migrated to Oracle FLEXCUBE 
 

Answer: A

 

 

When you select a report that you want to generate, the Report Options screen appears.
You can set your preferences for the output of the report on this screen. In which three
formats can you generate a report in Oracle FLEXCUBE? (Choose three.)
 
 
A. HTML 
B. PDF 
C. RTF 
D. TXT 
E. PPT 
 

Answer: A,B,C
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What are the three types of application deployments available during the property file
creation process of Oracle FLEXCUBE Universal Banking installation? (Choose three)
 
 
A. Centralized 
B. Decentralized 
C. Host 
D. Regional 
E. Branch 
F. Hybrid Answer:  
 

Answer: A,B,F

 

 

Oracle FLEXCUBE allows placement of restrictions by specifying the maximum amount
that can be input by user when processing a transaction. Which three statements are true?
(Choose three)
 
 
A. Oracle FLEXCUBE allows you to maintain different Role Limits, which can then be
linked to a user profile 
B. Input Limit specifies the maximum amount that a user (to which the limits role is
associated) is allowed to process while entering a transaction 
C. Authorization Limit specifies the maximum amount that a user (to which the limits role is
associated) is allowed to process while authonzing a transaction. 
D. Input Limit specifies the minimum amount that a user (to which the limits role is
associated) is allowed to process while entering a transaction. 
E. The Limits are made applicable to the following types of transactions: 
Letter of Credit transactions Bills and Collection transactions Foreign Exchange
transactions 
 

Answer: A,B,C

 

 

The Main Package contains the basic validations, mandatory checks, and backend logic for
a screen. The Main Package also contains function calls to other packages generated by
the Workbench Tool. Which four are part of the function calls in the Main Package?
(Choose four.)
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